Guaranteed by
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
as advertised therein
WEAVE-IT is the perfect way to make children’s clothes. Children simply can’t outgrow them! It’s so easy. When youngsters put on extra pounds or inches, to weave a few extra squares and make the garment fit and look like new. Weave-It garments are doubly inexpensive. Not only do they cost little to make but they can be worn longer.

You’ll be particularly pleased with the suggestions in this book. They are the ideas of a clever designer who knows how to combine style with simplicity. All of these garments are easy to make in the size that fits your child. Directions for enlarging or reducing the pattern sizes are in this book along with complete directions and diagrams for weaving the garments and sewing them together. Whether you’re a regular Weave-It user or not by following the clearly written directions and simple diagrams, you can make anything in the book in ten days or less. And you’ll be delighted with the results.
GIRL'S DRESS
Size Two

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
3 1-oz. Balls Pink Shetland
½ oz. Ball Blue Shetland
6 Buttons

Weave 62 regular squares and 26 Junior squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Fold back half squares in middle back (indicated by dark lines). Whip down. Leave open 2 squares in middle back for dress opening. Stitch darts in back and fronts as shown by dotted lines. Sew up underarm side seams. Stitch sleeves as indicated by dotted lines. Stitch again close to seam and cut off edges. Sew sleeve in blouse holding fullness across top. Sew sides and sleeve up, gathering bottom of sleeve to fit. Stitch as shown by dotted lines in sleeve and neck ruffle. Stitch several times to prevent raveling. Cut through the middle and use each half for ruffles. Gather sleeve ruffle to fit sleeve. Sew onto sleeve and whip down the edges with needle and thread. Stitch the neck into shape (as shown by dotted lines), making a round neck. Turn back a small seam and whip down. Sew ruffle on neck same as sleeve. Gather the top of skirt to fit waist line. Sew up edges. Sew blouse onto skirt. Sew buttons on blouse as shown (6 dots) in diagram. Sew on snaps for fastening. Press on wrong side with damp cloth.
BATHING SUIT

Size Two

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
1 1/2 yds. Cord for Strap
1 4-oz. Skein Knitting Worsted
1 Pr. Knitting Needles, Size 4

Weave 17 Single Outline Diamond Squares (p. 25 Weave-It Weaves Booklet) and 12 Junior Single Outline Diamond Squares. See directions for Junior Single Outline Diamond Square on page 29. Assemble as shown in diagram. Turn in squares as shown for top, tack down on back side. Sew 1 regular square in shorts as shown in diagram. Sew sides A and B together, C and D fold over and sew together. Other half of extra square sews onto C and D sides indicated by dots. Pick up approximately 76 stitches around top of shorts and knit 2 purl 2 for 1 1/2". Bind off. At bottom of pants turn back on dotted lines for cuff. Sew bottom part of top to center square in front. Run cord through top and tie in back. Press well on wrong side. A sun suit can be made this same way and using much lighter material, such as Shetland Floss which would require 2 1-oz. balls.
GIRL’S COAT

Size Ten
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EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
6 4-oz. Skeins of Knitting Worsted
4 Buttons

Weave 168 Diagonal Stripe Squares (p. 9 Weave-It Weaves Booklet) and 8 Junior Diagonal Stripe Squares. Assemble and sew squares together as shown in diagram. Note that dotted lines indicate darts and seams. When sloping shoulder seams, neck line and sleeves, stitch on machine as indicated by dotted lines and again ¼” beyond seam to prevent raveling. To make neat finish, single crochet around the edge. Sew back and fronts together with a sloping seam. Sew up underarm seams as indicated by dotted lines. Stitch twice the contour shown by heavy lines and cut away surplus amount. Sew sleeves together and into armhole matching the underarm of coat square A to square A in sleeve and pin middle of the three squares at top of sleeve to the shoulder seam. Sew sleeve in with over and over stitch. Sew cuffs on and turn back as shown by dotted lines. Shape the neckline, stitch and cut away points. Sew collar on stopping 2 inches from edge on each side of front (indicated by dark spot). Crochet loops and sew on buttons as shown in diagram. Steam and press coat from wrong side. It is advisable to press different pieces of coat before assembling. Directions for Diagonal Stripe Junior Square page 29 this book.

[Diagram of pattern pieces with measurements]
CHILD'S SWEATER

Size Six

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Junior Weave-It
1 Weave-It Weaves Booklet
5 oz. Four-Ply Germantown
1 Ball Angora
1 Pr. #3 Knitting Needles
7 Pearl Buttons—1/2" in Diameter

Weave 41 regular squares in "Four Squares in One" pattern (p. 7 Weave-It Weaves Booklet), 12 Junior squares plain, and 12 Junior squares (directions given page 29).

Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew Junior squares down side front and at neck to match the regular squares. Sew collar on starting at front opening and sew around to make a stand-up collar. Pick up 48 stitches at the bottom of each sleeve K-1, P-1 for 2" making four rows of Angora in each band. Pick up 60 stitches at bottom of back K-1, P-1 for approximately 2 1/2". Pick up 24 stitches at bottom of small side of front K-1, P-1 for approximately 2 1/2". Pick up 40 stitches at bottom of large side of front K-1, P-1 for 2 1/2". Knit in 5 rows of Angora in all of these pieces. Crochet 1 row single crochet in Angora down both fronts and round the collar. When crocheting down the front of large side, crochet 2 button loops on collar by chaining 3 and joining with a slip stitch. Make one of these loops at every other joining of Junior squares and 2 at the knitted band. Sew up under arms and press.
HOOD CAPE

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Junior Weave-It
1 Crochet Hook #3
5 12½ Gr. Balls Pure Angora or 2-oz. Pompadour
1 Yd. ½” Satin Ribbon

Cape:—Weave 18 regular squares. Sew squares together putting 5 in top row, then ease 6 squares into next row and 7 into last row. Starting at A single crochet one row around cape. Then across top of cape to form heading into which the ribbon is run. Chain 4, 1 double crochet in second stitch, chain 2, 1 double crochet, etc., to B.

Hood:—Weave 4 regular squares and 7 Junior squares. Assemble as shown in diagram sewing sides A to A and B to B. Sew the 7 Junior squares in a strip and gather onto front of hood, ruffling the 7 Junior squares a little and gathering both hood and ruffle a little so that it will fit around the face.

Sew hood onto top of heading starting at about ½ square in from front opening and easing it in so that it will end about ½ square from front. Press and insert ribbon at neck.
BOY'S SUIT
Size Four
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EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
6 1-oz. Balls Germantown Knitting Needles, Size 3 or 4
1 Crochet Hook, Size 3

Sweater requires 25 regular and 18 Junior Squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew back and front together with a sloping seam. Shape and sew together underarm seams as shown by dotted lines. Shape sleeve as indicated by dotted line on machine and stitch again 1/4" from seam and cut away edges. Bind or single crochet around edge. Sew sleeve in matching points A and holding fullness across top. Stitch as shown by dark line in front. Cut off extra edges. Pick up approximately 64 stitches at bottom back and front and knit 2 purl 2 for 3". Pick up approximately 84 stitches around the neck and knit 2 purl 2 for 1 1/4". Pick up 40 stitches around each sleeve and knit 2 purl 2 for 2"

Assemble pants as shown in diagram. Sew extra square in diagonally as show in diagram 1/2 of square. This forms the crotch. After the extra square is sewed in, sew up A and B sides. C and D fold over and sew up the same as A and B sides. Pick up 114 stitches around top of pants and knit 2 purl 2 for 2 1/2". Pick up 64 stitches around bottom of each leg and knit 2 purl 2 for 1 1/2". Press well with hot iron.
BONNET AND SWEATER

Size One

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
3 1-oz. Balls of Germantown
Ribbon for trimming 2 Yds. ½” and
½ Yd. of Very Narrow
1 #3 Crochet Hook

Weave 12 Diagonal Stripe Squares (p. 9 Weave-It Weaves Booklet) and
71 Junior Diagonal Stripe Squares (see directions page 29). Assemble as shown
in diagram. Sew fronts to back (on machine) making a sloping seam as indicated
by dotted lines. Sew up side seams leaving 1 square open for armhole. Stitch as
shown by dark lines on each front. This makes a round neck. Cut off edges and
bind or single crochet to prevent raveling. Stitch as shown by dotted line to
shape sleeve. Sew sleeves in sweater holding fullness to the top. Stitch ¼” from
seam and cut off surplus amount. Gather bottom of sleeve to fit. Then gather ruffle
to fit sleeve. Sew ruffle on sleeves. Gather ruffle of 7 Junior squares to fit neck. Sew
onto neck as shown above. Single crochet down both fronts and make three loops on
each side. Tie together with ribbon. Press well.

Four squares are required for cap. Sew three squares together lengthwise and then sew 1 square to the center square of the 5 for center back. Sew sides of each of
the 2 end squares to sides of center back square, forming the cap. Gather the 10
Junior Squares into a ruffle and sew onto front of cap. Pick up 1 stitch in each scalarp at bottom of cap and crochet a band ¼” wide. Make rosettes of ribbon
and sew on each side of cap. Press well with hot iron.
BABUSHKA HOOD

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Junior Weave-It
4 oz. White Germantown
Red, Green, Blue Yarn for Cross-Stitch and Crocheting

Weave 40 regular squares using the "Eight Single Rib" (Weave-It Weaves Booklet p. 19). Sew together using 18 squares for the hood, 9 on each side. Sew together across top. Sew hood to scarf having one end longer and gather the 6 squares of the hood onto 4 squares of the scarf. Weave 8 Junior squares, plain, and sew 4 on each end of the scarf. Apply cross-stitch as shown in the Peasant Jacket pattern. Crochet around Hood and ends of scarf first with green and then a row of red.
SNOW SUIT

Size Six

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Pr. 14” Knitting Needles #3
15 oz. Dark Blue Knitting Worsted
4 oz. Scarlet Knitting Worsted

Pants:—Weave 61 regular squares of dark blue. Sew together in three sections as shown in diagram leaving one square for crotch. Press each section on wrong side with a damp cloth and hot iron. With blue yarn and #3 knitting needles pick up 56 stitches on bottom of each leg and K2, P2 for 20 rows to form cuff. In the same way pick up 140 stitches on top of pants section and K2, P2 for 20 rows to make waistband. Be sure to cast off all knitting loosely. Sew up side seams of top of pants and waistband. Sew up side seams of legs starting at bottom of cuff and closing leg for only three squares leaving seam open at top for one square to allow insertion of crotch. Sew crotch square in place by joining edges marked A to squares at top of leg marked A and edges marked B to corresponding squares of other leg. Legs are now joined and can be sewed to top of pants.

Jacket:—With scarlet yarn weave 53 regular squares. Sew together in sections as shown in diagram and press thoroughly. With blue yarn and #5 needles, pick up 36 stitches at bottom of each sleeve and K2, P2 for 20 rows to form cuff. For knit bands at front opening, cast on 10 stitches with blue yarn and knit plain for 160 rows or 80 ridges. Make two of these bands and sew one to each side of front at center opening. Turn back one corner of one square and sew to left side of front for pocket. Stitch fronts to back at shoulders slanting the seam slightly as shown by dotted line. At neck edge on either side of front, stitch a short dart taking in about one inch in each. Sew up underarm seams for two squares from the bottom. Sew up sleeve seams matching A to A. Sew sleeves into armholes. For collar, pick up about 80 stitches around the neck with blue yarn. Knit one row. Purl one row for 55 rows or about 6”. Fold collar double, sew up ends, then catch loose edges to neck edge. Before joining jacket to pants, determine the closing desired. If buttons and loops are to be used, the fronts should lap slightly. If a zipper is to be used, the fronts should just meet. Lower edge of jacket can now be sewed to top of waistband being sure to match center fronts and backs and underarm seams.
SCHOOL DRESS

Size Four

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
3 1-oz. Balls Crinkle Yarn or Other Light Weight Yarn
4 Small Buttons
1 Belt Buckle

Weave 71 regular squares and 50 Junior squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Blouse requires 24 regular and 42 Junior squares. Dark lines in front indicate opening. Sew back and fronts together as shown by dotted lines. Stitch darts in blouse. Sew up underarm seams. Assemble sleeves and shape as shown by dotted lines. Stitch again close to seam and cut off edges. Finish by crocheting or binding edges. Sew sleeve in blouse holding fullness across top. Sew sides of sleeves up and gather bottom of sleeve to fit cuff of 4 Junior squares. Fold back 1/2 of cuff. Shape collar by stitching as shown by dark lines. Turn under (beyond stitching) a small seam and whip down with needle and thread. Shape the neck and cut away edges. Sew collar on. Crochet around blouse opening, making 5 loops for button holes. Sew buttons on. Sew 7 squares together for belt and fold as indicated by dotted lines. Sew buckle on belt.

Skirt requires 40 regular squares and 8 Junior Squares. Stitch darts in back and front. Sew open edges together making box pleats of extra squares in lower part of skirt. Sew up side seams to point (Arrow). Stitch as indicated by dotted lines in Junior Squares as shown in diagram. Sew into skirt as shown by arrows. This gives more fullness in skirt. Turn up hem and sew down. Sew blouse and skirt together. Press well with a damp cloth.
JUMPER DRESS
Size Ten-Twelve
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EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
9 oz. Red Germantown

Weave 100 regular squares using the "Eight Single Rib Weave" (Weave-It Weaves Booklet p. 19). Sew squares together having the skirt 5 squares long and 15 squares wide. Gather the skirt onto a belt of 9 squares. Shoulder straps are 8 squares long and are sewed double. Sew to the back of belt about a half square apart. Cross in back and sew to front about 1 square apart. Sew straps to lower edge of belt and tack to upper edge. Tack at crossing.
TWO-PIECE DRESS
Size Ten
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EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Regular Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
10 oz. Crinkle Yarn
1 Pr. #2 Bone Sock Needles

Sweater:—Weave 40 regular squares and 10 Junior squares. Sew together as shown in diagram. The back is the same as the front without the small squares. Ease in the sleeves. Crochet around neck opening.

Pick up 64 stitches on the bottom edge of sleeve and K2, P2 for 1”. Bind off. Around the bottom of the sweater pick up 136 stitches and K2, P2 for 4”. Bind off.

Skirt:—Weave 76 regular squares. Sew together as shown in the diagram, the back being the same as the front without the two outer edge rows, half of these front squares being turned to form back squares. The openings make the pleats. Fold the two loose squares under the front panel and tack. Sew up opening. Repeat in the back. Turn up the bottom squares to form a hem. Press well. Crochet a beading around the top for an elastic.
PEASANT JACKET

Size Ten

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It.
1 Junior Weave-It
8 oz. White Germantown
Red, Blue and Green Yarn for Cross-Stitch (Germantown or Lighter Weight)

Weave 66 regular squares "Eight Single Rib" (Weave-It Weaves Booklet p. 19);
18 regular squares of plain weave (b);
12 Junior squares of plain weave (x) and
12 Junior squares of "Eight Single Rib."
See directions page 29. Sew squares together as shown in the diagram. On the
front the plain squares on either side of the center opening are doubled and also
around the bottom all the way around. The small squares (x) on the lower
corners are double, two on the top and
two underneath. Sew the sleeve in matching
the single square to the underarm
square of the blouse and fitting the sides
in as shown by the dotted line. Tack
back the loose corners into the wrong
side of the sleeve. Gather the lower edge
and sew on the cuff double. Apply cross-
stitch. Crochet loops for buttons. Press
well.
CARRIAGE ROBE

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
6 1-oz. Balls of Ombre Shaded Pompadour Yarn
3 Yds. 4" Ribbon (Pink and Blue) for Bow
1 ¼ Yds. Pink Silk for Lining
1 Spool Silk Thread

Weave 99 regular squares and assemble as shown in diagram (9 squares wide and 11 squares long). Sew silk lining by hand onto blanket. Quilt to blanket by sewing with tiny stitches all way down the blanket 1 square wide. Do the same across the blanket, making 10 rows across and 8 rows down. Turn back as shown by dotted lines. Sew bow in center of squares turned back. Press well with a warm iron.

99 REG SQS.
PARTY DRESS

Size Six
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EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
8 1-oz. Balls Crinkle Wool or Other Soft Yarn
17 Buttons

Weave 106 regular squares and 14 Junior Squares. Assemble squares as shown above. Fold back ½ square on each front (indicated by dark lines). Sew darts in back and front. Sew back and fronts together with a sloping seam. Shape the neck by stitching as shown by dotted lines and cut away points. Either crochet or bind the edges. Shape sleeves and cut away edges. Sew sleeves in blouse holding fullness across the top. This makes puff sleeve. Gather bottom of sleeve to fit cuff. Sew cuff on and fold back ½ for band. Sew on collar. Leave front open down three squares. Crochet loops for fastening. Stitch darts in back and front of skirt. Sew up side seams down 2 squares from top. Shape extra squares into each side of skirt as shown in diagram. This gives more fullness in skirt. Stitch close to seams and cut away surplus amount. Fold back half squares in front. Sew up middle front to 1” below waist line. Sew blouse onto skirt. Turn up hem and whip down. Sew buttons on as indicated by dots. Press well on wrong side and with a damp cloth.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
10 1-oz. Balls Germantown
1 16" Zipper
Fleece Lining
Satin Ribbon 3 Yds. 1", 2 Yds. ½"

Weave 125 Eight Single Rib Squares (p. 19 Weave-It Weaves Booklet). Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew up side seams. Round the corners in bottom strip as shown. Sew onto baby bunting. Sew satin ribbon around the top and down the front as indicated by dotted lines. Sew ½" ribbon under 1" ribbon for ties. Sew fleece lining in. Leave open 4½ squares in middle front, shown by dark line. Press well on wrong side before sewing lining in.

Cap and Shoulderette. Six squares are required for the cap and 14 for the shoulderette. Sew 6 squares together, turn back as shown by dotted lines ½ square. Sew square to center square in back. Sew sides of two end squares to sides of center back square, forming the cap. Sew back of cap onto back of shoulderette (holding fullness in back) and sides to the fronts in shoulder, leaving lapels on each side. Turn back as indicated by dark line. Sew up side seam (indicated by dots). Sew snaps in front for fastening. Sew satin ribbon around edge of cap. Press well with hot iron.
B A B Y
B L A N K E T
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E Q U I P M E N T
A N D  M A T E R I A L S

1 Weave-It
11 1-oz. Balls White Germantown
5 1-oz. Balls Pink Germantown
5 Yds. Pink Blanket Binding
1 Spool Pink Thread

Weave 116 white Four Square in One Blocks and 27 Pink Four Square in One Blocks (p. 7 Weave-It Weaves Booklet). Assemble squares as shown in diagram having 11 blocks wide and 13 blocks long. Sew blanket binding around edge of blanket. Press well with hot iron. Use a damp cloth over blanket when pressing.
COAT AND CAP

Size Two

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
8 oz. Balls Navy Blue Germantown
1 Small 10c. Skein White Germantown
1 Small 10c. Skein Red Germantown
8 Brass Buttons

Weave 78 regular squares and 27 Junior Squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Fold A and B over to point X making a box pleat of lower squares. Sew onto upper part of back. Sew fronts to back with a sloping seam beginning one inch down on the armhole and ending at beginning of second square. Sew up side seams, shaping underarm seams as indicated by dotted lines. Stitch top of sleeve as shown by dotted lines. Stitch again close to seam to insure against raveling. Trim off edges. Sew sides of sleeve up and fit into coat. Sew cuffs onto sleeves and turn back half Junior square. Sew collar on leaving 1/2 of square on each edge for lapels. Sew three squares together for belt. Turn back edges as shown by dotted lines and fold squares in half. Sew on two buttons as shown. Sew belt onto back between second and third squares from top. Sew buttons on front and at back of each sleeve. Crochet loops for fastening. Assemble squares for cap. Stitch as indicated by dark line and again 1/4" from last stitching. Cut away edges. Gather some fullness around top of cap and sew onto band. Fold back as shown by dotted lines and whip down. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth. Cross stitch anchor on left sleeve and sail boat on cap as shown by pattern.
GIRL’S COAT
Size Two

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It
1 Jr. Weave-It
8 oz. Germantown
3 Buttons

Weave 74 Double Outline Diamond Squares (p. 21 Weave-It Weaves Booklet) and 4 Junior Double Outline Diamond Squares (see directions page 29). Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew together with over and over stitch. Dotted lines down back on diagram indicate a fold over to point C making a pleat. Sew pleat down to end of dotted lines. Sew right and left fronts to back. Sew up side seams. Do not shape shoulder seams until sleeves are sewed in. Then stitch as shown by dotted lines. Sew sleeves up matching points and corners. Leave open part of A point (indicated by heavy lines). Sew extra squares into underarm seams and fit a gusset in each sleeve (open space of A point). Stitch through lines in extra squares and cut away extra points. Turn up about an inch around bottom of sleeve for cuff. Sew on collar. Long lines in each front turn back making revers. Sew on buttons and crochet loops for fastening. Press well on wrong side using a damp cloth.
DIRECTIONS FOR JUNIOR WEAVE-IT WEAVES

Directions for
SINGLE OUTLINE DIAMOND
JUNIOR SQUARE

1 R Weave Plain
2 R W6, U3, W6
3 R W4, U3, O1, U3, W4
4 R W2, U3, W5, U3, W2
5 R Same as row 3
6 R Same as row 2
7 R Same as row 1
8 R Same as row 1

Directions for
JUNIOR SQUARE ON PAGE 8

1 R Plain
2 R U3, O1, U3, O1, U3, O1, U3
3 R W2, U3, O1, U3, O1, U3, W2
4 R Same as row 2
5 R Same as row 3
6 R Same as row 2
7 R Same as row 3
8 R Same as row 1

Directions for
DIAGONAL STRIPE
JUNIOR SQUARE

1 R Weave Plain
2 R U3, W5, U3, W4
3 R W2, U3, W5, U3, W2
4 R W4, U3, W5, U3
5 R Same as row 4
6 R Same as row 3
7 R Same as row 2
8 R Same as row 1

Directions for
EIGHT SINGLE RIB
JUNIOR SQUARE

1 R Weave Plain
2 R U3, O1, U3, O1, U3, O1, U3
3 R W1, O3, W1, O3, W1, O3, W3
4 R Same as row 2
5 R Same as row 3
6 R Same as row 2
7 R Same as row 3
8 R Same as row 1

Directions for
DOUBLE OUTLINE DIAMOND
JUNIOR SQUARES

1 R Weave Plain
2 R W6, U3, W6
3 R W4, U3, O1, U3, W4
4 R W2, U3, O1, U3, O1, U3, W2
5 R Same as row 3
6 R Same as row 2
7 R Same as row 1
8 R Same as row 1

The weaving instructions on this page, are by necessity abbreviated, and your attention is directed to their interpretation: 1R (first row), 2R (second row), etc.; W (weave), U (under), O (over). You will find it easy to weave special designs if you follow these directions.
JOINING SQUARES

The garments in this book are sewed together with an over and over stitch. This is done by placing two squares together not matching exact ends. With the single yarn left on Weave-It square after weaving, sew with an over and over stitch. The loops interlock instead of matching. Sew only in the loops. Stitches outside the loops will make holes and uneven places.

In sewing strips of squares together, reverse opposite ends and sew same as matching of squares. Sometimes it is necessary to take extra stitches in corners. This prevents any open spaces. When using a new thread for sewing, weave the loose end an inch down on the wrong side. Draw needle through first two loops (at edge, one on each side) and tie a slip knot. This prevents squares from coming apart. Do the same when ending the sewing of squares. All loose ends should be worked in on the wrong side.

PRESSING

Pressing the garment is very essential. Before assembling the different pieces of any garment, press on wrong side with a damp cloth and hot iron. Press again after assembling is finished. Dotted lines in the directions indicate darts and seams. All darts and seams may be stitched on machine. Before cutting away extra points and edges, stitch ¼” from seam to insure against raveling. When this is done, it isn’t necessary to buttonhole stitch or crochet the edge.

SIZES

To reduce or enlarge patterns

Most of the patterns in this book can easily be adjusted to a smaller or larger size by adding extra squares in front and back of blouse and skirt and many times at the underarm seams. Often Junior Weave-It Squares are sufficient for enlarging or reducing sizes. If the garment seems long a hem may be taken by folding part of square and stitch. It is necessary to take larger darts in shaping the garment for smaller sizes.
We're PROUD of the New De Luxe Weave-It

You'll be proud, too, of its neat design and fine craftsmanship and its colorful, Catalin frame that will never lose its bright, new look. You'll be pleased with the way the corners are curved and the finish smoothed to make it pleasant to handle... and with the way the stainless, rustless Monel metal pins are rounded on the ends to protect your hands and firmly set into the frame to keep them tight and straight.

The new De Luxe Weave-It comes packed in an attractive "airplane luggage" box and just to make it the finest offer we've ever made, each De Luxe Weave-It package contains one of the new, revised Weave-It Weaves Booklets—a book full of fancy weaves. You can purchase this fine Weave-It outfit for $1.25 at leading department stores or yarn shops or direct from DONAR PRODUCTS CORP.

OTHER WEAVE-ITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Weave-It</td>
<td>4&quot; sq.</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050</td>
<td>Weave-It</td>
<td>2&quot; sq.</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>Weave-It</td>
<td>5&quot; sq.</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeLuxe Weave-It (Fancy Box)</td>
<td>4&quot; sq.</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weave-It Weaves Booklet</td>
<td></td>
<td>.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER WEAVE-IT BOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weave-It Book No. 3</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weave-It Book No. 4</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weave-It Book No. 5</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REPLACEMENT NEEDLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Junior Weave-It Needles</td>
<td>3½&quot;</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Weave-It Needles</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rug Weave-It Needles</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DONAR PRODUCTS CORP. • MEDFORD • MASS.